
September 24, 2010 
 
Fellow Toastmasters: 
 
Good morning and greetings. 
 
Yesterday (9/23) I wrote about why it is becoming increasingly difficult for District 65 (D-65) to become a 
distinguished district or better, going forward (Part 1 of my e-mail).  
 
As promised, today I write about the four items/events that which has become a permanent status quo in 
D-65 and therefore a detriment to success. These four items/events have consistently impaired the district 
ability to excel and become one of the top districts in the world.  
 
I once again emphasize that I congratulate and applaud the efforts of ALL Past District Governors (PDG) 
for their services and contributions. I also wish the current District Administration success.  

 
The four items/events that have become issues over the period of years are as follows: 
 
(1) Approximately 2/3 of the clubs in D-65 consistently do not achieve 'Distinguished Club' status. 
(2) About 50 to 60% of the Clubs in D-65 continue to function, each year below the charter strength, i.e. 
under 20 members.  
(3) Only about 50% (+ or - 5%) of the club officers get trained twice-a-year at the club officers training 
program. 
(4) Less than 10% of the membership attends the twice-a-year district conference. 
 
The trend of the above numbers goes back to at least a decade and maybe more. These issues may 
not be all unique to district 65, but it seems that in district 65 this has become acceptable and almost a 
status quo.  
 
Each year on an average, over the past FIVE years (five D-65 administrations) district 65 had an average 
net increase of just 39 additional members and a net increase of just two additional clubs. (See my 
e-mail of July 25, 2011, titled "District 65 Numbers; 2007 - 2011") on this 'listserve' for further details). 
This in itself is dismal numbers when compared to other leading districts in the United States. One can 
blame the upstate NY economy, the unemployment factor, the numbers game, the leadership, the 
geography, the history, the competition, unfairness in tabulations or even the weather! I personally 
believe that we are so much stuck in the D-65 routine and unintentionally safeguard the status quo that 
we continue to go about doing the same thing year after year and expect better results. Evidently it is not 
happening! And for those that say that one doesn't need to compare the club's or district's performance 
with other club's or other districts; to them I say that why then do we have the distinguished club plan 
(DCP) and distinguished district plan? Why don't we ignore them all together? I for one believe that there 
is lot of merit to a DCP. I strongly believe that what gets measured gets done. I can even go one step 
further by saying that if there were no performance measurement programs at TM, most clubs and most 
district would be ailing with low memberships and the entire educational program would be in jeopardy. 
Just like we compare the performance of our clubs initially within our respective Area or Division and 
eventually within the District, let us first begin to compare our district's performance with neighboring 
districts and/or similar size districts. We don't need to compare our district with growing districts in China, 
India or Middle East!  
 
Remember, district 65 (D-65) has become distinguished district (or better) only 5 times over the past 10 
years. I call it a mediocre performance, at best.  
 
Here are the four issues/events and some recommendations addressing the FOUR issues/events. 
 
Issue/event # 1 - 2/3 of the clubs not Distinguished Clubs: It seems that year after year, about one-
third of the total club-base become distinguished clubs. Numerically speaking, an average of about 32 to 
37 clubs become distinguished each year with a club base of say 100 clubs in district 65. When the club-



base increases, the number of distinguished clubs continues to remain at around one-third. More 
interestingly, over 60% (15 to 18 clubs) are the same clubs that year after year become distinguished 
clubs or better. The leadership as well as the membership of these clubs needs to be congratulated and 
recognized more often for their stupendous efforts. These are the core clubs that year after year carry the 
load of the remaining 2/3 of the clubs that do not become distinguished clubs; and help the district 
towards distinction. Also, these core clubs excel each year on their own initiatives with no resources or 
financial incentives from the district.  
 
Recommendation: I believe that talking about the 'mechanics' of the Distinguished Club Program (DCP) 
and the related 'point-system' at every club officers training session is not enough and becomes 
redundant after a while. District needs to monitor more closely and publish the status of the DCP by 
individual clubs within the division and district on a monthly basis and create an environment of 
competitiveness as well as recognition system. Doing the same during the last two months of the TM year 
is too little too late. There are also many other initiatives that can easily bring 50%+ of the clubs in D-65 to 
distinguished club status in a short period of time. The key here is a targeted approach to success.  
 
Issue/event # 2 - below Charter Strength Clubs: District 65 with its vast resources (district officers and 
treasury funds) can truly help fewer than 20 member clubs with dedicated and concentrated efforts in 
order to increase their club membership and turn the club around. The appointment of 'Club Coach' is 
good, but based on how the coaches are selected/appointed (i.e., those who are available and willing) 
may not be most effective and efficient way and the track-record indicates that in most instances, it does 
not result in fulfilling the objective, i.e., charter strength clubs. It becomes comparatively more difficult to 
become 'Distinguished Club' when the club membership is constantly (year-after-year) below charter 
strength.  
 
The membership strength of clubs in D-65 over past five years:  
 
2010-2011 - Over 20 member clubs = 45 clubs. Under 20 member clubs = 62 clubs [57%]. (under 10 
member clubs = 18 clubs)  
2009-2010 - Over 20 member clubs = 46 clubs. Under 20 member clubs = 60 clubs [56%]. (under 10 
member clubs = 12 clubs)  
2008-2009 - Over 20 member clubs = 32 clubs. Under 20 member clubs = 56 clubs [63%]. (under 10 
member clubs = 15 clubs)  
2007-2008 - Over 20 member clubs = 52 clubs. Under 20 member clubs = 48 clubs [48%]. (under 10 
member clubs = 14 clubs)  
2006-2007 - Over 20 member clubs = 46 clubs. Under 20 member clubs = 51 clubs [52%]. (under 10 
member clubs = 9 clubs)  
 
I believe the above numbers are most interesting and take a snap-shot of D-65 clubs. It exemplifies more 
or less a permanent status quo of under charter strength clubs which range between 50% to 60% in each 
of the past five years. You will see that we have in fact doubled the number of our "under 10 member" 
(increased by 100%) from 10 clubs five years ago to 18 clubs. More importantly, the number of charter 
strength clubs has fallen. The number of "under 20 member" clubs has increased by over 20% over the 
same period. The above table truly personifies the general health of the clubs in the district. I do not 
believe there are and specific and advertised (shared with the district that I know of) action-plans in place, 
identifying how the district plans to help and support these under 20 and under 10 member clubs. Last 
year (2101-2011) at the beginning of the district year there were promises of help and support made and 
in process, we increased our under 10 member clubs by 6 clubs (from 12 to 18)! To a non-Toastmaster, 
this may seem like a "goal" that the district strived, pursued and accomplished! In all seriousness, this is a 
failure on part of respective district officers and is totally unacceptable. BTW, during this same five-year 
period the number of "Areas" in the district increased by 4 new Areas and the district's annual budget 
increased by almost 50%! One would then ask where and how the "people" and the "financial" resources 
of the district are prioritized and diverted?  
 
Recommendation: D-65 should consider conducting a 1/2-day local training program for 'coaches' (as 
well as mentors & sponsors) once every two-month so that the coaches are up to speed as to what is 



expected of them and the impending results. The district also needs a focused and planned approach to 
monitor the progress of each club having a coach. In addition, the 'Area Governors' (with direct 
supervision of the respective Division Governors) can play a vital role in their respective Areas to help 
ensure that each club has over 20 members. (I realize that it is easily said than done as many Area 
Governors were made to believe that their main responsibility is to make the two cursory club visits and 
hold the speech contest, twice a year. Building of membership and working closely with the available 
leadership of the respective low-membership clubs, was generally considered not as one of their direct 
responsibility.) As painful as it may be, the district also needs to have some serious discussions with 
clubs that are under 10 members for five or more consecutive years. These clubs are generally beyond 
the club coach program and an amicable decision needs to be made.  
 
Issue/event # 3 - club officers training: Those who have been in leadership positions at club and 
district levels know well that there is direct co-relation between club officers trained and club's overall 
performance in becoming a distinguished club. When 50% of the club officers (elected or appointed) do 
not attend and/or are unable to attend for whatever reasons, the chances of the most clubs becoming 
distinguished club or better diminishes.  
 
Recommendation: The current club officers training program also needs to be revamped to encourage 
and attract larger number of club officers attending the training. The training program itself needs to be 
made interesting as well as exciting and presented by best trainers available in the district and not 
necessarily just by the incoming and/or newly appointed district officers! as it is been the practice over 
past 2 or 3 years. Creativity in every club officers training program is essential for improved attendance.  
 
Issue/event # 4(a) district conference: The district conference twice a year provides an excellent 
opportunity for Toastmasters from all four divisions to meet, socialize and educate themselves. I believe 
that the district leaderships in the past have advertised and promoted the conference more as an 
extension of speech contests and the required business meeting (District Council Meeting) and less as an 
event for education, communications, learning, networking, fun, friendship, entertainment, leadership, 
empowerment, camaraderie and many other mutually beneficial opportunities. When members from 
around the district do not meet in larger numbers, the opportunity to learn new things and share 
experiences first-hand and face-to-face is greatly reduced. I believe that in absence of this synergy, club 
members and club leaders may fail to be energized and therefore the opportunity to succeed as 
individuals and excel as clubs is reduced. I also believe that just creating a conference flyer with pricing 
and venue information and leaving it up to the leadership of the respective clubs to promote and 
encourage its members to attend is not enough.  
 
Recommendation: Normally the conference chairs (generally located in one division and/or one city) are 
busy doing the logistical and administrative part of the conference. They do not have enough time to visit 
all of the clubs (the prime-source of prospective attendees) in the district and promote the conference 
extensively. I believe that a conference PR team of "Conference Ambassadors" consisting of one or two 
experienced Toastmasters need to be formed in each of the four divisions, to visit each and every club 
and to present the benefits in attending the district conference and preferably get some registrations from 
each of the clubs, on-the-spot. During the last district conference held in April, 2010 in Syracuse, extra 
efforts were made in doing the same, but I believe that it now needs to go to the next level with more 
concentrated and targeted efforts in increasing the conference attendances. The "Conference 
Ambassadors" should set their target as a starter to 250 to 300 members (12% to 17% of the membership 
base.) I believe that each and every club in the district must have some form representation at each of the 
district conferences. I reject those pundits that say that district conferences are not for everyone! It is like 
saying that the 'Club Officers Training' is not for all club officers or the DCP is not for every club! The 
District in the recent past have invited three "world champion of public speaking" and they attracted many 
new and additional attendees. This model worked very successfully under three separate district 
administrations. Maybe that is the reason why subsequent district leaderships abandoned the program! 
(At the spring 2011 district conference in Syracuse, my home-club, the Empire Statesmen #1427, paid 
conference registration charges ($20) for eight members who were first-time conference attendees. 
Fourteen additional club members attended the conference from the club for a total of 22 members from a 
single club. This roughly translates to more than 15% of the total conference attendees.) Incentive 



program such as paying of registration charges for first-time conference attendees by other clubs or 
partially subsidize by the district can definitely boost the overall conference attendance number.)  
Issue/event # 4 (b): I have been given to understand that the past two district conferences (in fall 2010 in 
Rochester and in spring 2011 in Syracuse) made a NET PROFIT of approximately $8,000.  
 
Recommendation: I would rather see that the conferences are priced to break-even (as recommended 
by TI) and generous incentives are given to attract and encourage more attendees rather than having to 
submit to the already rich district coffers, the obscene sum of approximately $8,000! The district does not 
need nor depend on conferences to raise funds for their operational expenses. Toastmaster International 
have theoretically budgeted as much as $30,000+ (excluding $20,000 reserves held by TI) this year for D-
65's local operational expenses. ($24 per member per year X 2120 + $50,000+ planned membership 
dues minus the reserves amount).  
 
Over the past five years, the district has lost 24 clubs. This averages out to about 5 clubs per year. (In 
some years it is more and in others it is less.) Toastmaster International sets a 'new clubs goal' for D-65 
of 3 new clubs for the past four-five years. This is designed to compensate for the possible natural loss of 
clubs (for variety of reasons) as well as in maintaining the planned growth-rate among districts in the 
world. The math therefore at the beginning of each year is simple and straightforward. Plan on building 
more than the given 'new clubs goal' in order to compensate for the anticipated loss of clubs during the 
year. In addition, the district leadership and especially the respective Area Governors need to ensure that 
ALL clubs pay their dues, twice a year and on-time. Clubs that do not pay their dues on-time and within 
the given grace period, are considered 'suspended' and not part of the 'active' clubs, impacting the 'new 
club goal' adversely.  
 
It is unfortunate that these FOUR items/events have consistently impacted district 65 from excelling to its 
maximum potential and in becoming one of the top distinguished districts in the world or at least in North 
America. Let me reiterate once again that district 65 is endowed with in-house talent, vast knowledge-
base and the required know-how to get things done and in make things happen. Taking personal 
responsibility is fundamental to any leadership position. I believe that the greatest weakness of any 
district team members and especially the top-three district leaders (past or present) is their reluctance 
and/or inability to ask simple and sometimes even dumb questions, without feeling embarrassed. Asking 
for help when they don't know or understand how it is done is natural and not considered a cardinal sin! 
No one person or group of three has all the answers or the solutions. In absence of this approach, the 
results once again become obvious.  
 
When the district fails to communicate frequently and openly, it is abdicating its primary responsibility as 
the world's leading communication & leadership organization. When the district leadership gets bogged 
down in personality issues, petty squabbles and gets distracted from its priorities, it is doing a disservice 
to its constituents - the members. In fact, the district exists only due the existence of the clubs. When the 
district leadership conveniently forgets that their purpose is to serve the needs of the club and members, 
they need to re-read their mission statement (enhance performance; offer greater opportunity; providing 
effective training and serving as a driving force). The district is not designed to function as some supreme 
unit nor designed to operate clandestinely. The district leadership needs to work at making members in 
the district (and especially the district officers) as part of the district 'championship team.' In absence of 
this synergy, district will continue to struggle and mediocrity will prevail, at best.  
 
Going forward, I would like all Toastmasters to consider looking beyond their respective clubs by taking 
interest in the district goals and management. The district is financed from YOUR membership dues 
dollars. The district is designed to serve you, the members of the club and cater to your needs. You can 
help the district by not only completing your respective educational goals, but also retaining the 
membership in your respective clubs as well as seek out potential new members. Club members can also 
assist in identifying new club leads and help in building of new clubs and by becoming club coach, club 
mentor and a club sponsor. Sharing the pertinent information on regular basis and communicating the 
same with all members of the D-65 community (constituents, members of the leadership council, club 
members) is essential for success.  



On a personal basis, I would like D-65 to succeed and excel in this current year and in the coming years 
and would not like to see district 65 once again among the five worst performing districts in the world. It is 
demoralizing as well as humiliating. Going forward, members of district 65 deserve better from their 
elected leaders.  
 
Best regards, 
 
Sam Mehta, DTM, PDG 

 


